was solved by direct methods and refined by full-matrix leastsquares on F 2 , with all non-H atoms thermally anisotropic. All H atoms were located from difference Fourier maps. Those attached to N or O atoms were refined with a distance restraint (O-H, N-H 1.000 Å, σ = 0.005 Å) while all others were placed in idealized positions in a riding model. The weighting scheme was w = 1/[(σ Crystal and refinement details appear in Table 1 . Positional and thermal parameters are listed in Table 2 . Figure 2 shows the molecular structure and conformation. These can be described with reference to the two essentially planar units, the diketopiperazine ring and the glutamine side chain. For the ring, the largest deviation from the mean plane is 0.033(1)Å for C2, and for the extended side chain including the five non-H atoms, the largest deviation from the mean plane is 0.018 Å for C10. The dihedral angle between these mean planes is 69.4(1)˚. In contrast to Gly-L-Gln 6 where the peptide unit is trans and strictly planar, the two cis-dipeptide groups in the title compound deviate slightly from planarity with endocyclic ω torsion angles of -1.2(3)˚ and 1.7(2)˚. These reflect some strain introduced by closure of two cis-peptide bonds in forming the ring. 7 From Fig. 2 , the glutamine side chain is seen to be extended, in contrast to the folded conformation found in Gly-L-Gln. 6 Selected molecular parameters appear in Table 3 . An intricate three-dimensional network of hydrogen bonds maintains the crystal structure. Infinite chains of hydrogen-bonded diketopiperazine rings propagate parallel to the (101) crystal planes. Each chain contains molecules related by diagonal translation only (e.g. x, y, z and 1+x, y, 1+z). The sets of 21-related hydrogen-bonded rings are cross-linked by hydrogen bonding effected by the amide group of the glutamine side chain. The relevant N12-H···O hydrogen bonds propagating in planes parallel to the (100) crystal planes can be seen in the region y = 1/2.
On the question of structure and activity, Fig. 3 shows a molecular overlay of cyclo(Gly-L-Gln) on Gly-L-Gln, with superposition of the glutamine amide residues as the common feature. These compounds show some degree of molecular complementarity, which may be a contributing factor to their common activity. However, firm conclusions await further molecular modeling and analysis of solution NMR data. ANALYTICAL SCIENCES OCTOBER 2002, VOL. 18 with atom labeling. Thermal ellipsoids are drawn at the 50% probability level. Table 3 Selected bond distances (Å), angles (˚) and torsion angles (˚) for cyclo(Gly-L-Gln) Fig. 3 Overlay of Gly-L-Gln and cyclo(Gly-L-Gln).
